Abstract-This paper investigates the problem of running gait optimization for humanoid robot. In order to reduce energy consumption and guarantee the dynamic balance including both horizontal and vertical stability, a novel running gait generation based on opposition-based learning particle swarm optimization (PSO) is proposed which aims at high energy efficiency with better stability. In the proposed scheme of running gait generation, a population initiation policy based on domain knowledge is employed, which helps to guide searching direction guidance at the beginning. A population update mechanism based on opposition learning is proposed for speeding up the convergence and improving the diversity. Simulation results validate the proposed method.
INTRODUCTION
In recent decades, humanoid biped robots have gained the increasing attention from scientific community for the ability to facilitate human lives and work for human beings in industrial and domestic surroundings. However, the problems of high energy consumption and slow movement limit the practical application of humanoid robots. Fully Passive robot [1, 2, 3] can generate natural gaits and good energy efficiency, but the problem of less robustness and slow movement
are still an open question. Traditional ZMP-based methods can generate robust and versatile locomotion, while the high energy consumption limits its further application. How to generate the gait with high energy efficiency and stability has been a hot topic in the field of humanoid robot.
In view of the aforementioned problems, some researchers have proposed methods to get higher energy efficiency and better stability. Hyeok-Ki Shin [4] proposed a gait plan method based on three-mass inverted pendulum mode, which gets optimized gait parameters by minimizing joints torque, while this method didn't take the vertical balance into account.
Fujimoto Y[5] generated an energy-optimized trajectory which minimized the input energy in a cycle. And the computation burden would become heavy while the DOFs increase. Lingyun Hu [6] formulated the gait pattern generation into a multi-objective optimization problem and generated the optimal joints trajectories based on Spline-based estimation of distribution algorithm, which can deal with complex probability distribution function without a prior knowledge. However, the gait generated by this method is not natural and interpretation of transition probability models needs further study. Liu [7] proposed an energy-efficiency optimization method, which generated the biped gait while minimizing energy consumption in the ZMP stability domain. While it is easy to involve in minimal point for searching along the gradient direction and lack the consideration of vertical balance.
In order to overcome these problems mentioned above, a novel running gait generation based on opposition learning particle swarm is proposed. The main focus in this paper is to utilize opposition-based learning particle swarm to optimize the parameters of gait with the minimum energy consumption and obtain the desired joints trajectories, which guarantee both horizontal and vertical dynamic balance. In order to speed up convergence, a policy of initiating population based on domain knowledge and a population update mechanism are proposed.
II.
PROBLEM STATE ZMP is one of the most popular stability criteria. However, ZMP can only guarantee the horizontal moment balance according to the definition of ZMP [8, 9, 10] . The undesired moment of yaw axis with respect to the support leg, usually called yaw moment [11] , would be generated for the forward movement, which is usually counteracted by the ground friction ground. When humanoid robot walk too fast and the yaw moment exceeds the maximum ground friction moment, the rotation would happen. Thus, the problem of the horizontal and vertical dynamic balance needs to be investigated.
According to [12] , the yaw moment could be expressed as follow. 
where i x , i y and i z represent the coordinate of the th i link, and g is gravity force. One dot and two dots represent first and second derivatives with respect to time.
According to [13] , the position of mass play a great role in the coordinates of ZMP, thus, we can adjust the ZMP position through modify the mass position via control the hip joint. On the other hand, the parameters of the inclination ankle of trunk, step length and speed are strong related with the stability and energy efficiency. In order to optimize achieve good performance, the following running gait parameters are defined as follows. The running gait could be divided into six phrases which are shown as Figure 1 . The x-axis expression of hip joint trajectory could be represented as equation (4).
where ab L denotes the x-axis distance between ankle joint and heel.
Thus the x-axis expression of hip joint can be formulated as below.
Using the similar method, knee and ankle joint trajectory of x-axis can be expressed in a parametric way.we formulate gait pattern generation
In the following section, the running pattern would be generated based on cubic spline at first, and then the trajectories would be optimized via opposition-based learning particle swarm.
Suppose there are 1
, the interpolation function based on cubic spline could be expressed as follow. 
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According to the boundary conditions, the following equations hold on 0 0 
III. THE OPTIMIZATION OF GAIT PARAMETERS
In order to get the running gait with higher energy efficiency and both horizontal and vertical stability, this paper investigates the problem of a multi-objective optimization method based on particle swarm. Aiming at speeding up the convergence, a population initiation strategy based on domain knowledge and the update mechanism based on opposition learning are proposed.
a. Basic Concept of Opposition Learning
Opposition learning [14, 15] was first proposed by Tizhoosh in 2005. Different with traditional evolution algorithm, opposition-based learning evolution algorithm update the population by generating opposition entity to improve the convergence, which would be easier to find the optimal value when the optimal entity is far away from the initial entity.
Suppose the vector is a candidate solution in a n-dimensional space with and the opposite entity of is defined as below. (6) where is the opposite entity of . And the opposite vector of candidate solution can be expressed as (7) b. The Strategy of Population Initiation
Compare with traditional GA, particle swarm optimization (PSO) convergence to the optimal solution based on the simple speed-position model, which avoids the complicated operation in traditional GA and remains the advantage of the global searching strategy. The outstanding memorizing feature enables PSO to obtain good robustness and performance without the prior knowledge of specific problem.
In this paper, a multi-objective optimization based on opposition learning particle swarm (named OBLPSO for convenience) is proposed, which uses the concepts of opposition learning and pareto dominance to determine the evolution direction of a particle.
Random population initialization is the most common strategy used in traditional GA, which could have a good diversity. However, the excessive randomization leads to the slow convergence, especially in the beginning of search. In view of this problem, an population initialization Strategy Based On Domain Knowledge is proposed, which is described as Figure 3 . The vertical stability margin is measured by V J which is expressed as equation (9).
In order to evaluate the energy efficiency during a running cycle, the mean power rate of joint torque is shown as below.
Where e J represents the mean power rate; i τ means the torque of the th i joint and T is a running cycle.
Thus, the problem of running pattern generation has been formulated into the problem of multiobjective optimization show as below.
is the physical restriction of the th i parameter.
d. The Population Update Mechanism Based On Opposition Learning
Particle swarm optimization is one of the most popular evolution algorithm , which has the advantages of good global search performance and parallel computation compared with traditional GA [17, 18, 19] . In traditional PSO [20, 21, 22] algorithm , every particle obtain the next better position according to the best global position and local position. In order to speed up the convergence of population, the population update mechanism based on opposition learning is proposed, which is described as below. In order to improve the population diversity, we update the population at a random possibility, which is exhibited in line 14. 
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is the velocity of the th i particle, which update as described equation.
where w is the inertia weight, 1 c and 2 c are the acceleration coefficients, 1 r and 2 r are the random number between [0,1], i p is the personal best position of particle i and g p is the best particle in population.
IV. SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS
A series of experiments are conducted for the validation of the proposed method in our own simulation platform, which is based on MATLAB 7.12. In order to simulate the procedure of running, the running cycle is defined as 1.2s , the step length is set 0.1m, and the whole running procedure would last 4.8s which contain three kinds of gaits, which are respectively running start gait, period running gait and running stop gait. All the experiments are conducted under the same environment including the same gait and configuration.
The configuration parameters of humanoid are shown in Tab.1. In order to evaluate the running gait characters in different view, the whole running procedure are presented in Figure 5 -6 which show the running gait in 2D and 3D. In Figure 5 , the 3D running gait is shown where red solid lines and blue dotted lines represent right and left foot, leg and trunk respectively. In Figure 6 , the sagittal view of running gait is presented. In order to improve energy efficiency and obtain faster motion, the trunk forwards lean periodically during running. Figure 8 , the x-axis ZMP trajectory is plotted in red solid line. Black solid and dashed lines denote minimum and maximum x-axis ZMP boundary, respectively. Similarly, the y-axis ZMP trajectory is exhibited with blue color in Figure 9 .
As shown in Figure 8-9 , the x-axis and y-axis ZMP trajectory are within the ZMP margin, which ensure the horizontal balance. As displayed in Figure 10 , yaw moment exceeds the maximum friction moment at t=1.33s, 1.82s, 1.93s, 2.41s, 2.53s, 3.01s ,3.13s in the case of no optimization employed. And the yaw moment are successfully compensated and guarantee the y-axis balance with the proposed method. , it means the convergence of OBLPSO is faster. In the same simulation, the experiment are performed 60 times and the result is shown as below. In this paper, we present a new method to generate running pattern for humanoid robot based on opposition learning particle swarm optimization. To generate smooth running motion with high energy efficiency and stability, we formulate the problem of running pattern generation to the optimization of gait parameters, and an opposition-based learning PSO is employed. In order to speed up convergence, a population initiation policy based on domain knowledge is proposed. By this method, we generate reliable running pattern with good energy efficiency. Simulation results validate this proposed method.
VI.
